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Digital Watchdog® and SureView Partnership
Gives Eyes to Alarm Systems
Tampa, FL (August 5, 2014) – Digital Watchdog (DW), the industry leader in
digital recorders, surveillance cameras and related management software, has
announced expanded support for integrated security applications by partnering
with SureView Systems.
Digital Watchdog’s complete analog video surveillance solutions have been
leading the market in reliability and ease of use for more than a decade, offering
customers the best image quality, recording solutions with abundant analytical
features and proven data security. SureView’s Immix® is rapidly becoming one
of the most popular central management software on the market. While DW’s
analog solutions are a great embedded recording solution, Immix provides
customers the ability to merge the popular VMAX Digital Video Recorder Series
with video and alarm central monitoring software.
DW’s VMAX Digital Video Recording (DVR) solutions are advanced H.264
embedded recorders that can record real time video in resolutions from CIF to
960H quality. The DVRs offer dynamic features such as local quick search and
playback, single touch playback and backup, quick setup guide with remote and
FTP firmware upgrade, all managed from a simple and user-friendly local
graphical user interface (GUI). The first generation of VMAX DVRs
revolutionized the market by offering these powerful features, tailored to meet
the end-user’s expectations, giving them the power to control their investment
and get the most out of their surveillance systems. Taking everything we’ve
learned from the first generation, DW recently released the VMAX960H series,
offering all the popular features of the 1st generation VMAX with higher
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resolution capabilities and additional features such as 5x signal extender, single
channel playback during live view, and true DVR health check and monitoring.
By partnering with SureView, and integrating the VMAX recording solutions with
the Immix central monitoring and command center, our customers can have the
added value of controlling and monitoring their VMAX solutions from a unified,
single central monitoring station.
Immix CS & CC are used by central stations and command centers to deliver
next generation monitoring services, reducing operational costs and delivering
new end user services effectively. Immix accomplishes these goals by
consolidating video, access control, audio and alarms creating a single point of
management and operation. Immix is a web-based service delivering new
options for deployment, powerful support for mobile applications and entirely
browser-based user workstations. Immix offers an open architecture platform
with the largest integration library in the business built upon proven, certified
scalable technology.
About Digital Watchdog
Digital Watchdog (DW) is a leading manufacturer of value-driven complete
surveillance solutions. DW products include technologically-advanced features
including wide dynamic range (WDR), Star-Light™ super low light technology,
Omni-Plus™ autofocus systems, Smart DNR digital noise reduction and Smart
IR infrared illumination. Complete analog surveillance solutions include VMAX™
digital video recorders (DVR), mobile management applications, 960H and HDSDI cameras. Complete IP megapixel surveillance solutions include Blackjack™
network video recorders (NVR), DW Spectrum™ video management system
(VMS) for server, mobile and on-camera control, MEGApix™ cameras and edge
camera systems. Digital Watchdog is a single-source provider of complete
surveillance solutions for any application.
About SureView Systems
SureView Systems is the leading developer of video-based automation
platforms for the security alarm industry. It owns, develops, sells and supports
Immix™, a video centric software platform designed to receive alarm events
from video, video analytics, access control, automation systems and GPS
location aware devices. With offices in the UK and the USA, SureView Systems
supplies systems to some of the largest commercial monitoring stations,
guarding companies and corporate organizations running their own control
centers. All systems are UL Certified in the USA and BS8418 compliant in
Europe.

